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PADUCAH, KY.. SATURDAY MORNING, SEPTEMBER 15, 1906

The S. Oovernment
Preparing to Intervene?
U.

•

ENGINEER WASHINGTON
PUSHING STREET WORK

VOL. '46, NI MBER 124

E POLITICIANS
GRAHAM WAVED THREWERE
FOUND GUILTY;GIVEN
TO fl
EXAMINATION
JURY TODAY

Portland, Ore., Sept. 14.—State SenCity Engineer Washington is rushator*Franklin Pierce Mays, ex-Repreing hithself and aSsistants to prepare
sentative Willard L. Jones and George
much street improvement work yet to
be done this year. Among the work WHEN CASE WAS PRESENTED Serenson stand convicted in the Blue
Mountain Land fraud case.
to be done is the graveling of NineIN POLICE COURT YES•• 4
LOVING CASE WAS NOT
I The
COMsealed verdict returned by the I
teenth street from Broadway to
TERDAY.
PLE7-'ED YESTERDAY AS
jury
at 1:4; o'clock. yesterday -e •
C •••
la to the Mayfield
EXPECTED.
V 7'. ":1'. •
road and Twenty-second and Twenty•
opened
this morning, ending an three
third strets from Mildred stret to the,
defendants guilty of conspiracy to deroad, which improvements
4
fraud the government of lands in conare being urged by the people and
• g
nection with the creation of the Blue
have already been contracted for.
Mountain forest reserve.
There is much other street work but
Counsel for the defense immediately
the jobs are of less importance than
those mentioned.
CHARLES SNELL SALOONIST gave notice of the intention to move
for a new trial and were allowed
ARRAIGNED FOR ASSAULTtime BUT TWO SPEECHES TO BE
to do so. The trial lasted twenty
iia,ana, Sept. 14.---The armed sail- to get thirty days' leave of absence
ING W. W. RAWSON.
MADE, FOLLOWED BY
days.
ors. who were landed last night from
when the cruiser reached this yard.
INSTRUCTIONS.
the United Staoes cruiser Denver, are Five days of this leave were cat off
•
still in their camp.
while the ship was at the jubilation
Large Docket Composed of Malicious
G.mmander Colwell came ashore celebration at Baltimore and now it
Cutting, Obtaining Money, ArStartling and Somewhat Sensatio
nal
this morning and went to the Ameri- has been called off indefinitely.
son. Drunks, Etc.
Evidence Introduced Yescan legation. Lieutenant Commander
Tocight it is learned that the
terday.
Marcus L. Miller is in command of , Cleveland's officers confidently bethe party on shore, which has not yet lieved that they arc going pito Cuban
Judge I'uryear had a crowded dock-i
received orders other than to remain waters for a long stay. They arc
Th'e Lovinrease is -still before
where they are.
not in a position to long stay. They AS ASSISTANT LIBRARIAN OF et yesterday morning. The cases
the
, THE CARNEGIE
LIBRARY
mostly were old ones.
circuit court of the county. It
are not in a position to talk regardwas
MUCH
REGRET
TED.
TODAY'
S
Interest centered in the charges of
TESTIMONY IS EX- not given to the jury yesterday. as
Another Report.
ing their destination, however. The
PECTED TO FINISH HIS
murdir and house breaking against
was thought probable the evening
i:Mina. Sept. 24.—T h e
marines Cleveland ant Tacoma finished taking
bePRESENTATION.
landisl yesterday from the cruiser aboard ammunition today and tonight
Jim Graham, the young ferow who
fore and so intimated in The RegisDenver were ordered back to ship. It orders were issued to rush final stores Popular Young Lady Has Tendered is alleged to have killed Claude Bess
ter yesterday, but it wil be conelud•
Her
Resignation
is said the order to withdraw the aboard.
to
Take
and who is said also to. have broken
ed today. There are but two speechea
marines came from the president, who
Effect Oct. r.
into Tyler White's store. There was Plaintiff May Have Inning on Monday to be made and instruction givgn
•
•
by
wa. communicated with at Oyster Rebels Propose Terms of
—Witnesses
a motley crowd present expecting to
the court and this will pass the
May
Spend
•
case
Bay. The action of Commander Colbear
Peace
Sunday Here.
the evidence in the murder cast.
Palms.
to
to the jurymen. An early verdict
it
Bay. and the action of Commander
New York. Sept 14.—With nearly
but Graham waived examination in
the general prediction.
Colwell in landing manes is a shock to the whole island in their control and
both cases and went back to jail to
The taking of the evidence in th,:
the administration. Until a full report 3o,000 troops mobilizing for an adIn the Worten-Register case on case was resumed when court
await any action of the circuit court
conis received from him, judgment will vance on Havana, the Cuban revolutrial at Srhithland another day (yes- venea yesterday morning
after indictment by the grand jery.
and this
be suspended as to whether he ex- tionists, through the New York junts,
Charles Snell, the bar tender, was terday) was spent in hearing the was continued until the
afternoon.
ceeded his instructions.
today announced the terms on which
arraigned for assaulting W. M. Raw- evidence for the defense. The num- The defense finished and
then the
It is reported that two U. S. trans- they would lay down their arms. Genson, the Shawneetown. II. visitor, ber of witnesses examined indicated istate and defense were heard
ports hearing ,a,000 soldiers will ar- eral Orestes Ferrara, who is in combref
that
the
defense might conclude its ly in rebuttal.
last Monday night. Owing to the fart
rive today or tomorrow.
mand of ics000 men in the Province
that his attorney is engaged in the testimony today, or come very near
Sensational Evidence.
President Palma is ready to leave of Santa Clara, has signified his adinving case he asked for and got a doing so.
The oniy new evidence introduced
at a moment's notice and take refuge herence local committee, and General
More than likely the majority of the
continuance until 4 p. m., but for the
came in the afternoon and was prein the cruiser Denver should the in- Loynas del Castillo and Brigadier
witnesses as well as the litigants will
same
reason
the
case
hol
to
stogeants attack the city.
then
sented on behalf of the accused. This
General Ashert, both of whose forces
come
to the city this evening to
Je
over until Monday. He made the $soo
t
in Havana Prorinence are almost at
spend Sunday with their families. Mr. evidence was somewhat sensational
bond
fixed
in
his
case
today
and
was
Rebels Rapidly Closing
the gates of the capital, have signed
Wilhelm and his party who have had 1,anct was startling to the prosecutior.
released.
In
Capital an agreement to make peace on the
Cuban
to remain until today are expected coming unexpected,
Havana. Sept. ha —The rebels are same conditions. This document i3
Celia Daniels. colored, for marc- in
The new witness was Mr. Robert
the city during the evening.
eloaing in on the city from the west
iou.s cutting Oscar Randolph
g in the hands of President Palma.
F. Farmer, the tobacco dealer who
also
and south in great numbers. Their
colused, was dismissed. The evidencg.
•
Senor Menocal, who was called to
lives at 233 North Seventh street
Court Notes.
evident intention is to attack the capi- Havana by the Palma government in
in this case was most conflicting. The
(sot J. W. Farmer, as the Sun :act
(Livings
ton
Banner
)
tal and drive the government out. In the hope that he would be able to
ooman swore she was not present
Circuit court grinds out another evening stated). a brother of Mr. J.
case they arc victorious it is believed stay the hand of the insurrectionists,
to cut Reynods and the man swore week without
any very important W. Farmer, the well known tobacthat Palma oill be taken aboard the is the man who was instrumental in
she was and that she did the cutbusiness
being
transacted. Many cases co warehouse man.
Denver. It i• admitted that his life obtaining these concessions. Two
Miss Rubie Corbett, the talented ting, though he could not tell when
In giving his testimony Mr. Farmhave been continued and none tried
would be in danger. as the rank and commissioners, Colonel Parrado and and occomplishes librarian assistant nor -bow.
He had a physician pres- by jury on
er
in brief stated that on the mornatg
the criminal docket. The
file of the insurgents are very bitter General Miolinet, were sent into the at the Carnegie Public Library
this ent to prove he had been wou.nded jury
of the shooting of Rose by Loving
came
back
Tuesday
against him,
and
has
been
elel by him to confer with the rebel city, resigned her office at the meet- and doubtless with a knife, but he
engaged on the ordinary or common he went into the hallway of the FraAlready there has been lively fight- officers and seek some sort of an ling of the board of trustees at the
admitted
that
he
did
know
not
was
he
ternity building, having business with
law docket.
ing in the outskirts rif the city. The agreement. They obtained the signa- Carrtegic Public Library laernight,
to cut until sometime after he had the
a
tenant, and in passing down the
situation is very critical, as the gov- tures of the rebel commanders in the extreme regret of the board,
Of the criminal cases disposed of
the alleged trouble with
the Daniels :he following arc
hall
came upon Rose just about the
ernment forces seem to have been, Havana province and are now en resignation to take effect October
the
most
important:
ist. woman and they had parted. The
time he was shoving a blue looking
wor-ted in most of the encounters.
N. L. Hart, rape continued.
route to Pinar del Rio to present the
Her services as Assistant Librarian
jedge passed the cage up as too un- Traffic on the Western Railway matter to General Guerra.
John Walker, causing libel to be pistol into his hip pocket and to note
commenced with the organization of
certain for any decision as to guilt.
company's line has been stopped by
that he placed a handkerchief over
poh!ished, continued by defendant.
The revolutionary committee al- the library, two years ago.
To a
Lester Parks. for obtaining money
the insurgent and the postal service ready has assurances that Guerra will course of special training in the duties
J. V. Bauer, fraudulently disposing it and as he passed him heard him
practically . been
has
suspended accede to the proposition.
of her office, she is endowed with na- under false pretenses. was held ,to of mortgaged property, continued by mutter that he "worrld nna, get even
throughout the country.
•
with that
The text of the document is in part tural capabilities, which have peculiar- the circuit grand jury in the sum of defendant.
Loving."
Yesterday the rebels Tooted the im- as follows:
ly fitted her for the position which she $too bail. He went over to the big
Soon after this observance, said
Jas. Fa Chittenden, contempt of
portant city of Guine,s. which is the
"We accept with pleasure the medi- has filled to the eminent satisfaction to stile.
court, continued with summons for the witness, be heard of the shooting.
wealthiest agricultural district of ation of General Mienocal looking to- of the board of trustees and
John Pete Eaker. who had crue•ly the defendan
the
t, instead of a bench having in the meantime left the FraHavana province. It is reported that ward an honorable peace We would patrons of the library.
beaten a mule, was mulcted. for "j2
ternity building.
warrant.
there was a desperate fight before the propose that the former congress,
By her exceedingly greedy.] and eta! costs. Eakcr is an old colored
Mr. Farmer was asked why hs did
Culver,
Robt.
publishin
malicious
g
0
loyalists retreated, but that they were which was elected in 1903, or as many obliging manners she has greatly
en- hostler and seemingly too frail to libel, continued on . account of the not tel these facts at the first trial
overwhelmed.
of them as can he reassembled, be deared herself to the library officers badly injure a mule especially, but the
and said he did not think that under
News of the came kind comes from called together and asked to select an and the reading public, and by her evidence was against him and so the sickness of defendant.
Mrs. W. H. Mann, administering the facts of the shooting as he underGuamajay. an important town on the acting president of the result of this diligent regard for the wants of
li- hue was marked down as stated.
stood it his evidence was needed, and
poison to another, continued.
borders of Pinar del 'Rio.
brary, readers she hes contributed to
-election.
Butler Fandeau, who assaulted and
that he also did not wish to get mixThe
Nesting
Industria
Company
l
The latest reports from Santa Clara
,
"As a second step we prnpose that the deserved popularity of the inati- ccrsed Aline Harris, had a $25 fine
failing to file statement, fined $too ed up in the case and be annoyed by
province are that 2.000 cavalrymen new eleotions for president, congrtio tution, which has become one of the
and costs p'aced opposite his name.
having to appear as a witness.
on a plea of gui'ty.
under the rebel leaders Guzman and and governors of provinces be held, most attractive, useful and beneficial
The assessment sent him to the
Later,' when asked if he had at
Geo. Devers. voluntary manslatightFerrera are iii control of the rural the ballot urns being safeguarded popular resorts in the city.
chain gang to make atonement.
that time tIod of his observation to
district between Santa Clara city and against inter;crence "
er, continued by defendant.
In choosing her successor, it is
The other cases were as follows:
chienfuegea. Railway communication
Grover Garner. furnishing liquor an yone and he said "Yes, that he
hoped that the board of trustees will
George
Randolph; petit lareeny, con- to a minor,
between these two places is cut. It
had spoken to Mr. W. B. Kennedy
continued.
elect one equally as capable. attractive
tinued, Will McMurray. receiving
was feared at the palace this morning
Harvie Davidson, gaming, contin- the tobacco braker, with whom he
and popular.
that thc city of Santa Clara had been
was associated in a business way, and
As an evidence of the esteem• in stolen goods, continued; Grace Ben- ues!.
taken, but no deRnite news has been
which she is regarded, the following ret, colored, for being n accomplice
Frank Hardesty, selling liquor. also to his brother." He added furin attempting to burn Mastic Mar- centinue
received yet as to that. It is admitted,
complimentary resolution by
ther that after the first trial of Loving
d.
the
however, that the city is in a serious
board of trustees in accepting her tin's house. continued; Will Tucker, iBudilie Chipps, malicious cutting and his (to him) surprising convica
cclored, obtaining money by false
plight.
resignation will testify:
tried by jury and given one year in tion he had thought over the matter
pretenses. filed away; Sas. Ligons, the
The insurgents are seizing the propof telling what he had seen and conpenitentiary.
Resolved, by the board of trustees
erty of Americans in Santa! Clara
MT. W. J. FOTTC3t, who lives at gao of the Public Library, that the resig- John Armstrong, colored, immorality,
T. M. Davis and W. D. Bishop, cluding c should be so callel upan
province, with the evident intention of North Eighth street, last night
receiv- nation of Miss Ruby Corbett, from dismissed; Frank Just, Thad Wil- ipublishing fa!se and malicious libel eluding he should, so cared upon
forcing the United States government ed word that earlier ill the
day Mc. the office of assistant librarian, is ac- Luang. breach of peace. • continued;' continued by commonwea:th.
them with the 'fact and at their sugto intervene. They have also burned W. N. Forrest, of
Memphis, Tenn. cepted by the board with extreme re- Jchn Ally, colored, disorderly congestion said nothing to any one else.
Stanley.
Will
aiding
prisoner
a
to
bridge on the Cuban Central Rail- a son of the late
Gen. N. B. Forrest luctance. By her capabilities, her very duct. dismissed; Oscar Roberts, petit escape, continued.
Staggei4ed Prosecution.
way near Las Lajas, and after capturhad been stricken with paralysis and charming manners, her fidelity to the larnecy, continued; Alonze Pollard.
This testimony rather staggered the
Rev. T. J. Newell. of Broadway
ing a train looted and burned it.
colored,
disorderly conduct, contmu- Mlethodist church, went to Smithlan prosecuti
was in a serious condition. The many duties of her office, and the very
d
on, and they asked for a
friends of the distinguished general efficient way in which she has per- ed; L. A. M. Grief, failing to cut yesterday to testify in the Worten- forthwith attachment
for Mr. Ken'Cruisers
Are
Hurriedly
Regiaiter case for the defense.
".• as well as the friends of a fellow citi- formed the requirements of her posi- weeds, continued.
nedy and he was soon at the courtPrepared for
Service. en, Mr. W. J: Forrest, will regret to tion, she has greatly endeared hetself
Police Judge E. H. Puryear goes house. He was not called
to the
Portsmouth, Va., Sept. 14—The l( am of the affliction of the son and to the board of trustees, the offscers of
to Smithland again today to attend stand, however, though
the defense
Grand Ball.
'United .States cruiser Newark re- sousin and hope for him a speedy re- the library and its reading patrons,
circuit court there as a witness in the consulted with
him for a whi'e in the
and has contributed largely to the
The second 'annual grand hall will Worten-Register suit. He expects to
turned from Baltimore this morning. covery.
clerk's office. The defense did not call
usefulness and popularity of
the be given Tuesday evening, Septem- return this evening.
It was generally understood before
him as they could not afford to thus
library.
ber 18 at Wallace Park by Heartease
'her arrival that she was to he placed
$7,000 FOR LOSS OF A LEG.
qt
estion their own witness, but they
Add resibgnation of miss Corbet.
-out of commission here and eventually
Lodge N. 33. Auxiliary to the Brothkscw he would have corroborated
CUDAH
assigned to station ship duty, but to, Heavy Judgmen
Y
PLANT
The board alsd considered the re- erhood of Locomotive Firemen.
BURNS.
t Against the Illinois
the statement Mr. Farmer made of
sight it is learned that the ship has
quest
of the Medical society for priv,...
3t
Central.
having told him (Kennedy) at the
Milwauke
e,
Wis.,
been ordered held in readiness and
Sept.
The
big
11 —
Leitchfield. Ky., .Sept. 14.—After 'lege to hold its ga:herings in the lectime of what he had seen.
packing
plant
of
six months' stores ordered placed
the
Cudahy
Bros.'
ture
room
below
the
Partners
library
Institute
'
strong legal contest of three days
and deMeets.
The testimony of Mr. Farmer was
;aboard by early morning, indicating Z. 'I'. Procter, a
A melting of the McCracken County Packing company at Cudahy, Wis.,
prominent lawyer of clined to grant the request.
six miles south of Milwaukee, is burn- so strongly corroborative of that of
that she is to be gotten away at this place, was awarded
Fartnet!ls'
Institute
committe
e
A
from
will
held
this
the
he
Episcopal
$7,000 damonce.
o'clock at the office of ing. At 10:30 o'clock tonight the fire Loving and others for the defense
ages against the Illinois Central rail- church board walk heard upon the afternon at
While those in a position to known road company
Bonds
Pweli,
fic
oo and 3o4 South was said to be under control, but was that it was clear that it placed a new
subject
driveway
a
of
from
today for the lose of `a
Kentucky
are not familiar with the orders of limb by being run
phase upon the case and its endin,
Second
street,
this
city.
There. is still burning.
over at Spring Lick avenue to the rear 'of the library
Patrick 'Cudahy estimates that the
the Newark as to her destination, it three years ago.
The evidence having all been eon:
building and the chtliech, for the work of interest and a large attend
loss will reach about fs400,000.
is generally believed that she is to go
c'uded early in the afternoon the
Mr. Precter was represented in the handling of fuel, etc.. and a commit- ince IS expected.
One mars killed while fighting the court announced that he
to Cuban waters waters for patrol case by Judge Matt
would grant
O'Doherty, of toe with power to act was named fo
fire, and several firemen are said to five hours on each,
ditty. Final stores are being rushed Louisville, ex-Circui
made
take
to
effect
the
1st of Orside far the argut Judge T. R. Mc- have the driveway htflt and to dehave been severely injured.
aboard the Cleveland and Tacoma and Beath and John S.
ment and soon the speaking hail been
Grayharti, of this cide upon the character of material tcber it was tendered to take eKeet at
The big building in which the lard
their departure is expected momen- city, w-hile the railroad
onee.
The
commenced. Judge Campbell Flourboard
named
the date giv- refinery,
company was to be used.
beef house, glue works and
tarily. . .
represented by their local attorney, 'though it is
en and Miss Corbett will likely eonmade to appear above
killing department are located is a itoV was the *first to speak in hhalf of
The officers of the Newark expected J. S. Wionthern.
tiro
f fat
e
in
office
until the 'iime named. toial
that Miss Corbett's restirnatio:1 was
kosa
'(Continued on Page Five.)
i
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Marines Were Landed at Havana.-'
Were They Ordered ilack
Hinikleville
to the Ship?

'-

WAS CHARGED WITH MURDER AND HOUSE-BREAKING

AN EARLY VEREICT IS
THE GENERAL PREDICTION

CRUISERS HURRIEDLY PREPARING FOR SERVICE

RESIGNATION OF
MISS CORBETT

t

•

DEFENSE IS
ALMOST THROUGH

.

On

rap

L
•
—all

•

of
:k

•

•

SON OF LATE GENERAL
FORREST IS STRUCKEN
WITH PARALYSIS

401•10.••••••=.

szq

erations in 1893 the dwindling pro- itthe intensity and disruptive effects of
ARISTOCFtAC1 OF ITALY.
'cess was quite rapid. At present the 'which are familiar to all. The greatIpopulation numbers scarcely too, and er number of flashes do not reach the One Noble Lord Who Waa • Street
Scavenger, Another a
, for several years ,until two months earth, but exhaust their energy in'
ago, even the postoffice was abandon- breaking down the air gaps between
Waiter.
and the feW remaining people re- adjacent sections of clouds. * **
ORE DEPOSIT NOW EXHAUST- ceived their mail at Middlebrobk, three
There is an old Venetiail adage
"The thunder results from the vioED AFTER BEING WORKED 'miles south. At present there is not lent vibrations of the air oaused by which says: "Conte che non coats,
l
FOR HALF CENTURY.'
• a single store or business instituoion the lightning flashes, which in breaks. non conta niente" (A count who
ing down the resistance of the air doesn't count (money) doesn't count
in Iron Mbuntain.
A few of the old dwelling houses create a vacuum of an extent depend- for anything). And this cynical propoDissolved Company Has Taken $7,- remain .tnute - and pathetic witnesses ing upon the intensity of the Hash. sition represents fairly well the sentiof a greater past. Bluegrass has The air rushes to fill the voids thus meat of the modern Italian.
000,000 From Mine—The Town
In that country the general feeling
Igrown -tip in the old streets to the caused, creating violent (vibrations,
Becomes a Ruin.
doors of the deserted dwellings, and which travel long distances, and do toward the titled aristocracy is, I will
the grass affords fine pasturage for not differ in character from other not say one of contempt, but at best
waves, but are of greater amp- of utter indifference. The lesser sort
Nothing is left of the famous Iron horses, cattle, sheep and hogs, which sound
litude than ordinary because of the of titles are regarded as almoa- valuethe deserted village.
mountain save a mound. and a mem- roam
And
greater forces causing them. The ve- less, even by their possessors.
mountain
Iron
remains
itself—what
ory. The circuit court of St. Francois
now a new and rising aristocracy, supsound
travels
which
locity
is
at
about
curiof
county dissolved the Iron Nlountain of it—presents many features
plied from the ranks of industry and
ous interest. Passengers on the Irop I too feet a second, a rough approixcompany recently upon unanimous
commerce, are displacing the families
seconds
being
to
five
mile:
mation
the
trains
railroad
Mountain
,when
the
petition of the stockholders, and the
of ancient and resounding name, the
pass the little-station, are attracted ,by from which one may readily calcuai•Set's have been ditide'd and the conmembers of which fall into obscurity
distance of the flashes."
late
the
soil
the
east
curious
of
of
red
slope
a
cern gone out of existence. That was
and at times into fulfilling the most
tracks. This+ Ibtg mound, !scarcely
the ultimate and final end of Iron
menial offices.
eighty feet high, is all that remains
mountain as a mining proposition.
I have known a case of • noble lord
is
Iron mountain. The surface
who followed the Interesting occupasays a Farmington, Mo., correspond- of
ridged and gullied by the rains ot
tion of a street scavenger. In a cafe
ent of the St. Paul Pioneer Press.
many years. Here and there may be
In a certain Italian town I was habitAfter half a century of action and
seen the ruins of the old furnaces and
ually served by a waiter with the title
inaction, ups and downs, rapid growth
plants, the
blacksmith
reduction
of count and a name famous in Vene-and still more rapid decay, this most
celebrated iron mine in the world, a shops, the old "company store," the LATEST ADVICES SAY THAT tian history. And I am personally acchurch, the joint
RICKARD WANTS BAT AND
quainted with a lord of ancient linemere wart on the surface of southeast deserted Catholic
age whose title descended from a faTHE MOKE FOR ANmissouri, which paid more than $7,- Masonic and Odd Fellows' hall and
other structures that tell of a former
ther engaged in the avocation of railOTHER MATCH.
000,000 in dividends throughout its
city.
way porter.
output of the basest and commonest
Climb Worth While.
In general the aristocracy of Italy
of metals, enters irrevocably the past.
Tourists frequently stop off at the
are
miserably poor.
They make a
Iron mountain, however, stil lives
(By Sol Plex in Chicago Examiner.)
brave show, but tehind the splendor
and will live in history. It belongs station to walk or drive about the
Gans and Nelson again seems to
abahdoned works, but they seldom
of personal trappings and adornments
to .the romantic record of world debe the latest program of the Goldtrouble
take
the
to
the
top
to
climb
there
is often the shadow of bare
chapinteresting
velopment; it is an
field Athletic club, according to the
ter in the book of material progress; of the old red mound. This climb statement made yesterday by Tex dwellings and empty cupboards. This,
will repay any visitor. -One of the
in Italy, is possible and easy, for in
it had to do with the making of
Rickard, who brought the last show
remarkable lakes in the world—
that country 11.e is passed in the sun
most
mighty enterprises and the growth of
to its successful consummation. This
states and the spreading of civilization two of them, in fact—may be seen in despite the statement directly after and air, and the obligations of hosinto frontier places. Nothing in the the crater in the mountains. After the fight that Battling Nelson would pitality are much less stringent than
In England.
whole history of iron mining opera- the bulk of the mountain had been never again be allowed to perform
The gilded youth of Venice, who, in
washed
down
to
hydraulic
pressure
by
elseUnited.
States or
tions- in- the
•n the mining camp because of his the immaculate habiliments
of a Beau
where has occupied quite such a con- get out the ore, great bodies of rock tactics in he last battle.
Brummel, and with airs of lords of
spicuous place as during its active life were blasted from the interior of the
But when it comes right down to principalities, swagger across
the Plan
did Jron mountain, the inexhaustible mountain, starting at the top. These cases there are mighty few men that
as San Marco, and set the hearts of fair
huge
holes went down several hunhill of ore that played out.
the promoters can use against the Bal- visitors fluttering with their
magniflFifty years ago government ex- dred feet, the rock being rich in iron. timore Moke. The talk of matching
mere and majesty, contrive to do all
crater-'ike
In
this
opening
in
Iron
perts pronounced the iron ore in the
Britt with Gans was the rankest kind this on something like three francs a
mountain. "practically inexhaustible." mountain proper there is now a lake of bunk. Jimmy would stand no more
lay.
acres
about
in
two
etxent,
and
there
Twenty-five years ago there were exshow against Joe Gans than a kitten
The daily turnout In the Corso or on
perts who held the same view. It was is a similar lake in Little Irqn moun- against a bull terrier, and everybody the
Pinot() at Rome has a splendor litThe
latter
tain.
is
smaller
in
surface
believed that the entire mountain
James Edward, tle inferior to those of the Camps
knows
course,
it.
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Park, yet not a few
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far
most solid iron ore, averaging 65 per
of game, for it would be a battue, not painful yearnings of an unsntisfied
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stomach than any British mechanle
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of ore has been carried on but spo- woo the landscape artist.
Perhaps the best Unwaveringly Constant and Atteo•
A few of ohe old-timers who yet re- stand a chance.
radically and in comparatively small
hive to the Comfort of Ear
match that could be made would be
quantities. There is still some ore main at Iron nountain tell remarkHusband.
against the negro. The
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to
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left in the remains of the mountain, able stories of the richness of the ore.
Kid is willing and anxious, and he
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will
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show
pocketbut not enough to work in paying
The Chinese wife is nearly always
is looking for no losers' end, either.
knife blades, nails, horseshoes, books
quantities.
manager think that Gans constant, chaste and affectionate. Chihis
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and rings that were beaten out of the
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can be beaten and that the Kid is the
Though the enthusiastir expecta- native ore without smelting at a blackof wome
I has no limit. This, says
trick.
can
turn
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the Pilgrim, Is why widowhood is
tions of the earlier geologists were smith shop. The authenticity of these
Now, Herman has yet to be beatnot to obe realiezd, the fact that the claims is well supported by reliable
started his upward revered and suicide, on the part of
has
since
he
en
the bereaved woman, is not condemned
Iron Mountain coMpany, capitalized men, who actually saw the blacksmith
climb, and there is no reason
by he
in the old classics. It is tecanse of
at $3.000,000, paid nearly 200 per cent hammering the ore into objects of
should not be given a chance with the
this general acknowledgmeat of the
dividends on its capitaliaztion in about tme.
inkspot. If rot Herman, then who
unwavering cooatancy of s :yes that
twenty-five years of active operations
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the fickle woman Is held up to scathshows that this played-out mountain
ing satire in their plays and proverba
was by no means a failure. From a THE MECHANISM OF
A THUNDER STORM GIRL MUST MARRY TO
It "Is from a Chinese story :hat Volhill 228 feet high, its base covering
INHERIT VALUABLE LAND taire drew
about soo acres, and from an adojtnhis inspiration to: the tale
The following description, in popuof the woman who promised her hue
ing knoll ctIled Little Iron mounSon, but Gives Fiancee band on his
tain .much smaller in area, a produc- lar language, of the formation and Will Cuts Off
death-bed that she would
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ordinary
of
an
sunwner
not marry till his grave wa-a dry, and
tion of $7.000,000 in iron is in every
thunder storm is from an article conwas found next day fanning the mound
sense remarkable.
Francisco. Sept. 14.—Miss to neaten the drying process.
San
NNIlhen Iron mountain first began to tributed to Amateur Work (Boston)
Much of this oontsostmea.t on the
yield ore, sixty-one years ago, its lo- by Frank P. Smith. The'author first Caroline Ernmerling of Johnstown
cation was practically a wilderness. states that such storms as this are Pa.. consents to marry George Greg- part of the Chinese Isomer, may, se
The country was but sparsely settled. usually local, seldom traveling more ory of Centerville. Cal., she will re- doubt, arise from the oomr-on interThe roads were merely dim trails than a hundred miles from the point ceive as a weddingi gift a va'uable est of the husband and wife In the
You will often see
strip of real :estate which adjoins the crewing family.
the rocky hills. There were, of course, of origin. He goes on to say:
"The formation of. such storms be- Hotel Gregory in Centerville. If Miss fathers wheeling baby carrl- 7es along
no railroads.
It was not until 1858 that the St. gins generally in the morning of a Emmerling refuses to wed she will the streets, just as you ma/ see oldLouis, Iron Mountain & Southern hot day with a fairly high humidity. receive absolutely nothing from the er sisters carrying the Ho's fellows
railroad was built from St. Louis to The heat of the sun causes an ex- $3o.ocio estate left by the. late Henry or mothers taking them on a visit to
movement of the
Iron mountain, and a little later ex- pansive upward
C. Gregory. a prominent hotel pro- their neighbor for a mutur.I compariatmosphere, which,
son of baby ailments and engaging
tended to Pilot Knob to haul the ores moisture-laden
prietor of Centerville, who died Augnoon reaell.g the cooler heights, is
traits.
Until his school aye begin
to St. Louis.
ust 27.
the little boy does abcut as
pleases,
For many years the company main- condensed into misty wisps of clouds
The e'der Gregory's will was filed
but as soon as his days of a tidy begin
tained an immense blast furnace at These ,nebulous beginnings increise
many he
in Oakland and contains
is put under very strict discipline
Irondale, twelve miles north, where in size until, about noon, or soon atstrange provisions. First of all he cuts
Girl babies are less weloonie arrivals
millions of tons of pig iron were man- ter. they have reached a towering
ufactured. This furnace founded and siez and the Conti masses extend to his son off with a paltry $too and In a family than their little brothers.
built the town of Irondale. which be- a great height and assume the so- then puts it up to Miss Emmerling especially if there be several of them
came almost a deserted village about called a'nvil' shape of the well devel- to decide whether or not she shall already. Among very poor people in
sifare the family fortune If the lady time. of fam.n", gle.s ere sometimes
oilrty years ago, when the ftirnm-e open thunder storm.
"This anvil shape of the clouds is titcides to marry him the son, George sold into slavery lay their parents both
closed down, but latterly has recovered considerably as a farming com- the result of air currents which have Gregory, will not only win a bride to rescue the rest of the family and
the girls themselves from starvation.
munity. For miles in every direction developed coincidentally with the but a valuabe bit of real estate.
The lot of the slave girl is a hail,
from Irondale the heavy timber was cloud masses. The preliminary wind
one. She has none of the rights of a
cut off and burned into charcoal for quail is probably caused partly by
rree woman. But it cught to be added
the cooling of the atmosphere lying
'POCAHONTAS.'
use in the blast furnaces.
'hat the Chinese look on this custom
Thirty or forty years ago the coal within the shadow of the clouds,
wagon, with a huge bed built in the which has been deprived of the heat Romantic D'rama Founded on the with great disfavor. A slave owner
Is nearly always a thoroughly hated
shape of a barge, the sides sloping of the suna, and. further, by the air
Life of the Beautiful Inindividual
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outward, was a familiar- sight on the movements which result from the updiana Princess.
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was ward motion of the central air curWebster as a Kelp Gatherer.
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by cover the value of kelp or seaweed
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addition, he
cal in shape, and covered with leaves er region of the upper air, and conden- the country, after which it will setmanured his land heavily; he even
and earth. Fires were started in the sation of the moisture follows anst tle down at the
Jamestown Exposi- spread menhaden on some portions of,
interior, and the wood was burned to continues until minute drops of rain- tion the
new drama will be produced the farm. lie was, in the, a scientiflo
are formed. These droplets unite to
a char.
an elaborate manner, and as it is farmer who was corstantly experimentform larger drops until they are of
Wood Cut for Charcoal.
based (ma story (ff which the world ing with soil, fertilizers and the successuch a size that their weight causes
The Iron Mountain company owned
never tires, it is bound to prove a sion of ero;:s. He wrote to his overseer
them to fall to the ground. * * *
frequently from Washington, planning
land reaching two and rine-half miles
lasting
attraction.
"These rain drops undoubtedly bein every direction from Iron monnThe seen ry for the play will be the care of the soil and the crops. discome electrimlly charged upon their
cussing the best treatment for different
tain. The wood- from this land was
special'y
painted, the artist visiting
surfaces ,and the
potential of the
portions of the farm in the light of peat
cut off for charcoal, and the company
charge increases as the smaller drops jmnestown to secure sketches of the experience. For example,
in. one letter
also purchased the timber from thousunite to form larger ones. When original scenes. The costumes will be he said: "We have made
some misands of acres owned by other partieR
the magnitude of the cloud is con- historically corrent in every essen- takes, but must hope to grow
wiser.
and made charcoal of it. Since the
sidered, it will be apparent that these tiol. and will be Very gorgeous aft,n• Never again sow small grains on long
abandonment of the furnaces a new
tnyriads of minute charges in the the manner of the period.
manure. Put that down as one maxim."
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falling serve to give to
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once heavy forests, hut most o the
the adjacent atmosphere a tremenCll. of Glass Smashed.
timber is still too light to be used for
John Brown Cottonwood.
dous electrical charge, which. breakA
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lumber.
One day in 1857. John Brown, the faing down the resistance of the air, dis- yesterday struck a ear loaded With
The, town of Iron Mbnntain .in its
charges to earth, for` which it has an glass and consigned tia.the Langstaff- mous; abolitionist, rode up to the Benpalmy days, was a mining camp of
affinity by reason of its being of op- Orme Manufacturing Company. The ton place near Effingham, Atchison
unique ,interest. Though the town
county, and dismounted. He carried In
posite polarity.
car and glass were both well de- his hand a switch which he had cut from
contained approximately 6000 people,
"Hence the lightning flash, or hithmolished The glass Was "plate" and a cottonwood tree. This he tossed aside,
including perhaps 2000 miners and
er a flashes, as what appears to eye
the hiss wi I he several hundred dol- and later Mrs. Tier,u)n stuck it in the
ftirnace hands, there was practically
as one irregular flash is frequently
ground at the bowl/ doer of her little
lars.
no rowdyism. About fifteen years
several fia-hcs or surges. Two or
house. It took roc* and grew. It at now;
ago the town began to dwindle, and
more flashes frequently unite near
a huge tree, and Is known in she neighafter the practical suspension of op- ,
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ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
ORRECTED MAY 30, 1906.
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ST. LOUIS DIVISION
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Paducah
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St. Louis
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SOUTH BOUND
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.

No.
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4:25
6.3o
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p.m.
p.m.
a.m.
p.m.

No. 374
4:20 p.m.
8:40 p.m.
6:3o a.m.
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No 3os
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11:40 a.m.
3:35 p.m.

No.
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6:20
7:05
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P In
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•
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CAIRO-NASHVILLE LINE.
.•••

NORT
BOUND
Leave Nashville
Leave Hopkinsville
Leave Princeton
ArrivePaducah
Leave Paducah
Arrive Cairo
firrr've St. Louis
Arrive Chicago

lot -8o1
S:ro a.m.
11:20 MIL
a:35 p.m.
4:15 p.m.
6:1s p.m.
7:45 p.m.
7:20 a.m.
6:30 a.m.

SOU7I1 BOUND
Chicago
St.Leeis
Cairo
Paducah
Paducah
Princeton
Hopkinsville
Nashville

122-822
6:30 p.m.
CM P.m.
6:00 a.m.
7:45 a.m.
7:50 a.m.
9:49 a.m.

Leave
Leave
Leave
Arrive
Leave
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive

135-835
6:40
7:45
9:25
5r30
1 1 :to
4:30

a.m
am.
a.m
Cm
p.m.
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p-in

36-838
940 am
:50 p.m.
5:55 Pm
7:40 P.m
3:to p.m.
445 Pm
6:to p.m.
9:23 PI=

••

Trains marked (*) run daily except Sunday. All other trains ran
daily. Trains 10.3 and 104 carry through sleepers between Cincinnati..
Memphis and New Orleans; trains tor and 102 sleepers between Louisville, Memphis and New Orleans. Tiains Sot and 822 sleepers betweess
Paducah and St. Louis. Train 8ot connects at East Cairo with Chicago
sleeper. For further information, address,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Acent, Union Depot, Padtcah, Kw
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Lotisville, Ky.
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P A., Memphis, Tenn.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A... Daiwa, mt.
W. H. BRILL. D. P.
St. Lime ".
•

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,

REAL F`TATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL. Er. '.. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM
Mgt
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WNTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURI/
141A1. AND PRICE JST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR .7.
COG•Lk *v. W
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Steam and Hot Water PAWN
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SEES PERIL
IN PARTY

of the Barnum & iBailey menagerie
considers the rhinoceros the most
dangerous beast in the circus zoo.
"A tiger," he says, "is a playful kitteu in comparison to the rhinoceros.
He is bad instinctively and his murderous instincts are not only &rested
against the human kind but also
against al other animals."
Notwithstanding this ferocity-and
here is the strange anomaly in the
animal's character-the Barnum &
Bailey rhinocero is described as very
playful and will spend hours rolling
a great ball, or balancing it on his
nose. Visitors to the Barnum & Bailey circus when it exhibits in the
city of Paducah will have their attention called to many other remarkable animals. A mammoth hippopotamus, four giant giraffes and a hundred cages of other wild beast are in.
eluded in the collection

RETURN OF HATCHERY FISH

DOCTOR CURED

OF ECZEMA

Marked Galmon Retaken in the Cslumbia River After Four
Years.

S. P. POOL,

L. 0. STEPHENSON

PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
FUNERAL
DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS

"What is believed to be the best eviNines of the eflicieney of artificial
propagation of sermon that has ever
RUSSIAN PHEMIER PROHIBITS
203, 205 S. Third
been secured was recently obtained by Both Phones No. 110
Maryland Physician Cures Himself of Fish Commissioner Kershaw relative
MEETING OF DEMOCRATS.
Eczema with Cuticura Remedies, to Lhe oiier.Lion of the hatcheries on
Prescribes Them and Has Cured the Columbia river," said Deputy Fish
Commissioner Perry Baker recently,
Says Their Respectability Is a Cloak
Many Cases Where Other Formulas according to the Seattle
Post-latchfor Sedition-Land Program
Have Failed-Dr. Fisher Says: fencer. "Mr. Kershaw received tails
Alarms Radicals.
and fins of 100 salmon from a single
trap owner on the Columbia river that
were plainly marked hatchery
St. Petersburg, Sept. 14.-The pro"When the hatcheries were, placed
posed meeting Of the Constitutional
In operation on the Columbia river a
Democratic party has been prohibitsystem of marking was adopted for
ed by Premier Stolypin. M. Stolypm's
"My face was hfflicted with eczema
the purpose of ascertaining if any of
deci•;on was reached after the attiIn the year 1897. I used the Cuticura
BY USIN G THE
tude of the Constitutional Democrats
the salmon turned out of the river reRemedies, and was entirely cured. I
t!••• 'aro parliament and their pre,epiterning
turned
to their native
prir•tir!ne., physician and very
ent .activity had beau discussed exoften prescribe(Animus Resolvent and grounds, and In what length of tlme.
haustively by the cabinet.
Cuticura Soap in cases of eczema, and
"The marked fins and tails received
According to a prominent member
they have cured where other formulas
by
Mr. Kershaw were found to be salI
am
at
not
have
in
failed.
the
habit
of this party who vis:ted the premier
endorsing patent medicines, but when mon that were turned out of the Kalato secure his support for the ,meeting
I find remedies possessing true merit, ma and Chinook hatcheries four years
M. Stokypin said he considered the
such as the Cuticura Remedies do,! am
Constitutional Democrat.; to have
broad-minded enough to proclaim their ago. The spawn of these fish was
taken in 1900 and the young salmon
been an undesirable party in parliaTO BE BUILT BY THE MERGEN- virtues to the world. I have been pracment because their -respectability
ticing medicine for sixteen years, and turned out in 1901. The fish were
THALER
HORTEN
mustsay I find your Remedies A No.1. marked in a manner that leaves ns
was a cloak for highly dangerous
BASKET CO.
You are at liberty to publish this letter,
set1;ti-n and criticism.
or any part of it. I remain,very truly doubt of this fact. The small bones In
The premier much preferred the
yours, G. M. Fisher, M. D., Big Pool, the fins were cut down and a hole
group of toil, because men like AlMd., May 24, 1905."
punched in the tall. The cutting of
ladin and Zhikin were at least out- Building to Cost $5,000, and Will Be
the bones in the fin is just the same
Erected on
Ground
Adspoken. The . government and the
as a man losing a part of his finger
joining Factory.
world at large knew just where to
-it never grows out loath).
place them.
Complete Treatment for Every
This decision has been communi"The Columbia river was practically
Humor from Pimples
cated to the committee of the party
depleted when the artificial propagaThe Mergenthaler-Horton Basket
to Scrofula
located here. Preparation. are already company, through its manager Mr.
tion of salmon was commenced on
Bathe the affected parts with hot
under way to hold the meeting in John L. Meyers, yesterday leased
that
stream, and the past several year*
water
and
Cuticura,
Soap,
to cleanse
probably at Helsingfors.
from Capt. J. K. P. McCarthy, a five the surface of crusts and ecaios and has demonstrated that it has been reThe activity of the administration hundred foot tract of land adjoining soften the thickened cuticle; dry, stocked by some means.
in putting its land program into force the factory site and will thereon put without hard rubbing, and apply
"While only a part of the fish were
Cuticura Ointment freely, to allay
is a source of considerable alarm in another large dry kiln for the drying
the camp of the Constitutional Demo- of baskets after manufacture. The Itching, irritation, and inflammation, marked when released from the hatch.
crats. The organs of the party ad- leased site is valuable and .Capt. and soothe and heal; and, lastly, take .rtes, the fact that one trap owner on
Cuticura Resolvent Pills to cool and the river found at least 100 of these
mit tl'at the anuitint of land to be dis- McCarthy preferred to let it out that cleanse
the blood. A single set, costing
season is con..
factor
in
dangerous
win- way rather than sell it. The Basket but one dollar, is often sufficient
tributed is a
to salmon during the past
ning the support of the peasantry.
company will expend about $5,000 on cure the most torturing, disfiguring, elusive evidence that artificial propaIn pursuance of the policy of the new dry kiln and the hOuse will Itching, burning, and scaly skin, scalp, gation is the only solution of the probstrengthening the loyalty of the be the property of Capt. McCarthy and blood humors, with loss of hair, lem to prevent the depletion of the
infancy to age,when all else fails
'
.
guard regiments the Pavlovsky regi- when the lease has expired.
The from
salmon fisheries.
Colieura goo, Se. Oistesot,
Roorlogg
(211
ment was feted yesterday at Peter- work of constructing the kiln build- giro
of Obsolete Coomd PUlo,Ile. pow idol at Ohara sold
"Mr. Kershaw asked a number of
IS.
world.
hoar Drw4 sal Chas. Corp.
hof. The regiment was reviewed by ing will be commenced at the earliest
bordwa.
▪
Columbia river eannerymen and
the
hoo,
.1low
Or
airs
Tonedes,
orapeag
the emperor, whot afterward entertain- possible date.
num.es Lima Ogg Age
trap op-rat -s to watch for the markeded the officers at luncheon.
salr i., bo. ''ring the rush of the
BIG CRAWD ON HAND.
parently.overlooked,
It
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WOULD SETTLE LAND HITCH
lee has been re•ly one r.
South Kentucky Fair at Glasgow
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Archbishop Ireland Visits WashingProvi ng Great Suecezs.
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ton Regarding Philippine Affairs.
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On,
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O'Gorman of South Dakota, called here Wednesday with flattering pros- Tenderly
aced in the Nook.
touch it, look on it with of sockeye
at the war department today to talk pects. The attenance was one of the
241 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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sack and Ski.
with the officials regarding the set- largest for the first
MAIN AND FOURTH STREET. L OUISVILLE, EY.
For
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day- this day be.
must it be to our hearts
"An air pump has just been installed
tlement of the 'questions that have Mg
evermore,
designated "ladies day" -r many
In connection with the miniature
arisen in the Philippines in connecseasons, there bein; several thons- The jacket of gray our loved soldiertion with the ownership of the lands
hatchery and the aquariums. It has
boy Wore.
and buildings lately in possession of and present.
been found that in order to make a
we
Can
ever
forget
when
he
joined
The ladies' driv; tg contest was the
the religious orders.
success of hatching salmon and to
the brave band,
The municipal authorities are claim- closing of the day, and was by far
keep them alive running water is esWho
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in
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of
our
dear
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THE MOST COSTLY FREE ATTRACTIONS EVER GIVEN IN PADUCAH
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IN THE CASINO
The Earl Sisters Present a Week in Vaudeville
•
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WALLACE PARK SEPTEMBER 10 TO 15, '06
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Mrs. George Ripley was very sick
last night with hay fever.
Miss Pearl Campbell is home from
relatives in Elizabethtown. ED VASSEUR AND HERMAN
.(Continued from Page One.)
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Now is the'time for you to fill your coal house.

Lump 12c, Nut 11c

Bell]Kentucky and Illinois Coal

a
•

Also dealerin LIME:and CEMENT. Agent for WhitehalVand
Agatite Cement' "KINGOOF CEMENT."

M Cunningham,
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Phones: Old 960, New:245.
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Thirteenth and Adams Stre

telescopic ofer diss way und show inc
der planut Venus."
"Ah. dere she/iss, ahl—She iss sure
the peaches./Urn!
"Led. me,lbok. Hurry ub."
• Id is u:inecessity.- You can see
I
her in' der naked eye.'
"óo late! She heard you und has
'pulled down der blint!"
"Yess, dot's her Mars' fault, ha, ha,
IGNEOUR DIKE VEIN UNCOV(Bing. bang, biff!)
ha!"
.
ERED BY W. S. LOWREY
I "By der v.ay, what iss der use on
NEAR LEVIAS.
a dark night der glass to use ,blease?"
"Why, you chumb, ibecoss id make
her skylight, ha, ha, ha!" (Crack!)
— xcuse
Declared by Mining Men tu Be the 1 ..0
kint sir, but wouldt
First Which Shows Fluor Spar
: you told me did you efer see a asterand Lead Ore.
,oid?"
,"Asteroid? Of a surety. My sisfer
hat von on t!..r back of her neck til
C:7arles Je‘lings cut the biggest der doctor lanced id." (Slap! Slap!
.•
Nein of 19ad and iltior spar yet found Slap!)
a•.:i'y is- der farthe,t
"!'
this/distrin on the Glendale Mi.property, owl-Led by Mor- star? Still:, &r do not answer."
ng
billillion
"Twenty-fun: dousand
ga)4eld capitalists, among whom are
-ury & Drury, John Crow and Thos. miles, id iss."
"Dot will do. I wish me to go dere
:.•er. says the Crittenden Press.
Igncour Dike vein found to contain und lif."
"Why, pleas •?"
• ,zoi,d ire of lead and fluor spar, near
.1 to congress elected
"Mlaype I
Levias. with one of the lgneour Dikmileage."
cr. There*, has been found lead and get and collec
,er id would be if
IMOr spar, the surface rock founda- "Oh. mooc:
tion is very much like that in and you woult get der star route mail conaround the Old Jim" mines. The tragt." (Thud!)—Louisville Herald.
,trike was iml‘le mar a sink hulk_ beCIGARETTES iNJURE BOYS.
bn:y a it \, feet away and tile
• 'lances are good for tinding this vein
Makes
Says Tobacco
Physician
n sink holes like those at th;
Thieves and Liars of Them.
Inn as the sink hole is now in line
:•,1d only a few feet iron
:
\iv
(
-ii keif lead and limnAtlantic City. N. J., Sept. Lt.—The
N23
deil:tre
Melt
TELEPHONES
internaiiniiig
made.
three general sessions of the
MON 77A0 PITTSBURG COAL CO.
PADUCAH. has few terrors for the resident whose home is equipped with
Chi.; to be ohe :irst made in western tional. homeopathic congress were
- °MCC 126 BROADWAY
Dike
lgneour
the
wlieret
a
to
of
today
discussion
given over
1.:etic1'.y
t) 1): mineralized
X%
hotn
materia medica and general therapeuduo• spar and lead ore. tics. Dr. S. H. Auraml of Chicago,
The dike that this strike was mad.• i!• an address on the influence and
. strength of hopeopathic matcria med••: was prosiivetcd mar X iew,
1.<is cry, and
William
-a, made the declaration that homelv
• ;• ),;: the United Sta:es opathy was exercising a far superior
v•
ni.ide by E. O. UI- and more potent influence than riny
Get estimates on Plumbing and Steam or Hot Water Heating from
di and W.
Stlith in ION: and other system of medicine.
Professor Charles Mohr of the
E. 0. L'urch -pcaks of the al•oce
:Ii!-e vein in his report on page No. Hahnemann Medical college, Philat, :Cs.) spyaks of Lowery's pim- delphia, said that it had been proved
:e. Dolic on that the free use of cigarettes by boys
;
1:7!•
p, e: work,
had a tendency to make theives and
&k,. vein above inertiGned.
For the last two or three years Mr. liars out of them. He also declared
THE PROMPT PLUMBER,
I very has done more or less pros- that a great majority of the boys
locat: v»od ore with this haled before the juvenile court were
It.,-ting
315 Kentucky Avenue.
132 South F ourth Street.
Both Phones aor.
l_tieour dike and at last has found liberal users of tobacco.
spar
Jr
tit:
for,
searching
was
chat Ile
ore the mi'l
Id 1.d . T!t s)•rt
REJECT BLOOMERS
men are lookin:- 1, -:- i:i the Kentuc7
',lining district,. Nit. Lowery aims Ohio School Teachers Resent Sugto organize a company and develop
gestion Made by Board President.
this property with a deep shaft at an
Cincinnati. Sept .14—Bloomers have
early date.'
been suggested as the proper apparel
(Incorporated.)
Theodore Klarer of Louisville, the for Marion. 0.. school teachers. The
president. and Edward F. %V. Kaiser. suggestion was made by H. H. Dickgeneral manager, accompanied by Leo erson, president of the school board,
Klarer and other stockholders, have at a meeting of that body today.
taken charge of the Eclipse mine. reWhether President Dickerson exSUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FitEIGHT, MACHIN.
lieving Wfilliam Miller of the above pressed the idea as a joke or whether
retains
ERY
still
AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
Miller
M1'.
positions.
he was serious is a matter of conjecsome stock. The mine has been ture, but xvhatever his meaning may
placed in charge of R. D. Drescher have been the teachers are very indigOFFICE SECOND AND MOI,ROE. BOTH PHONES.
;.s general superintendent, and it is nant. They say they have been subthe intention of the new management jcted to much embarrassment.
to -install a large mill of the most adThe suggestion of the board presivanced type to more effectually sep- dent came as a result of a protect
arate the products of this mine. It which the teachers, headed by H. L.
is reported that Mr. Miller wil: go Frank, superintendent of schools,
to Colorado for his wife's health. Ile made against the use of oil on the
has mining interests there also.
floors of school bui'ding. The teachLet every resident of the town and ers complained the the oil soiled their
county give the mining interest a push dresses.
and we will soon have the district
No theories taught but actual business from the start. Thorough
Manager.
sec'on'd to none. Don't get sore and
At Bedtime.
"
cources in bookkeeping, shorthand, touch-typewriting., penmanship, cue.
knock every man who comes to the "Pop!
respondence, spelhng, commercial law, banking, arithmetic, grammar, eta.
town to spend a dollar. or to leave
A momentary silence.
any of his money, for that helps us
"Say. pop!"
wealth or position or fame, and for- is gathered up it will be worth vie Cal or write for beautiful new csUing.
all. We all get and want a part of it.
"Eh?"
get the simple little purposes that are million dolIa•s •.r more. Airsing the
Give strangers seeking investment
"A clock has hands, hastit' it?'
sustenance to the soul, are to pass as : items that will figure in this scrap
the glad hand.
"Uh-huh."
rich and great and brilliant, then how arc 2.4o Belgian engines that are
With the proposed new mills for
"And no feet?"
may we pronounce insane the poor equipped with copper boilers and
the Eclipse mine, the Edwards; the
"Nope."
woman who had a lamp but never any bronze tubes.
Redhill and the Lowery, and grinding
"I say, how can' it run?"
oil?
While 40Me of these may be bought
machinery at the Riley. more machin"How can what run?"
What is a great fortune or high po- ,by contractors for use in the United
ery will have come into the district
"A clock. It can't run with its sition or brilliant talent without hu- !States, most of them are of an obsothan ii, any previous year. And it hands, can it?"
man sympathy and the spirit of sadri- lete type and must be dismantled and
represents the confidence that prop- "Go to bed!"
fice and helpfulness—what is any of 'sold as scrap iron. The sales recent"Ah, pop. Right away?"
erties will all be big dividend paythese things but a lamp without oil? ,ly indicate that the junk market is
ers soon.
"Yes, right away."
Many a man and woman have anx- steadier than it ever has been and
Capt. Haase is quite busy at the
"But, pop—"
iously provided themselves with far is rapidly becoming an important inA-bridge mine, and has two shafts in
"Do you hear me?"
more than enough means to cook dustry. Practically all of the machinUNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMFRS
operation, and is raising about ten
"A yardstick has three feet-bountiful and beneficent meals of , cry bought from the Prench is of no
cercaptain
The
toms of ore a day.
"Go to bed!"
charity to heal their own heart hun- I use to Chief Engineer Stevens. and
White Ambulance tor sick and injurid only.
tainly knot.% a good thing when he
"And it can't run either."
ger, but let their lives starve because very little of it is now operated
oifiice and residence 213 South 3rd Street.
sees it. I
"You'll run in about two seconds." they have failed to provide the things
"WkII, ill bet on the clock, even if to cook which satisfy the soul.
1CHILDREN JUNK
it hasnt any—"
Many a well meaning woman, who
FROM THE VAUDEVILLE
DEALERS GET RICH
"Come here!'
devotes all her spare time to raising I
floohoo-hoo!"--Ex
"Och,
15h,
Oh.
money to correct the beliefs of heath- I The
"Gout efenings, Adolph. Where are
children of San Francisco have
en across the seas, forgets that in the
von mit der telescopic going at, yet?"
gone into the junk business. The few
Fire
Meat,
No
But
downalley back of her mansion some
"Mit diss telescopic. Osgar, I am by
An hid woman who was found trodden, overwrought, despairing sis- unhappyones whose parents have sue- INSURE
der observatorium wenting, mit der
ceeded in restraining them from en• ?mentions of study making der stars starving in Cleveland had long feared ter of hers holds the worst-thantering the field gaze with miserable
that she might be without means to heathen belief that humanity is heart- I
•
• of."
!envy upon the long procession of justove,
what-doa
her
cook
She
meals.
had
less.
and
von
are
den
of
"Oh. you
venues laden down with sacks of
her rooms and even her stairway were
Were all of us always sane and wise '
astronomicers?"
scrap iron.
"Oxactly. I wish me to discover tilled with firewood. But she was in all our purposes—having no heaps
Every day after school the heaps
found' dying at last because she had of fuel and no meat, and lamps and
der locations of der Milky Way."
of ruins are covered with little ones
"Den somepody ha's you gifen der nothing to cook. She had a good lamp no oil—it would have been impossible of both sexes busily engaged in pickbum steer. Der road to der dairy, put had long been without light he- in the great, rich and prosperous city
over the debris. They receive from
l in g o
•=
Phones:Office 385-Residence 1694
und not to der observatorium, iss der cause she had no oil, says the Evans- of Cleveland for an old woman to ;the dealers in junk 15 cents a hundred pince 106 Broadway
ville
alone.'
Courier.
death,
and
(Biff!
ha!"
starve
friendless
to
ha,
ha,
Milky Way,
pounds for cast iron, and can make
'Maybe this pathetic situation with
Swat!)
$1.93 to $3.5o per day. according
from
"Blease make a silence! You spik its 'tragical ending was due to a more A FORTUNE THROWN AWAY to their facilities for delivering the
this
- like a smear cheese. Der Milky Way or lees degree of insanity. But
iron and the distance they have to
iss a large bunch of small stars in der poor woman's hallucinations were so Is Found Near the Panama Canal carry it. Their youthful ingenuity is
us
of
rest
the
of
like
those
of
many
by the United States—Evidence
.sky."
taxed to its utmost in contriving conwho pass as sane that the question is
"Can you cfcry nighd see id?"
of Wantonness.
venient and rapid means of transporreal
very
canis
there
much
whether
ha,
"No; some nighds id iss curdled,
tation.' The home-made cart is the
ity in the world.
Washington, D. C., Sept. m4.—The popular vehicle at the present time.
ha ,ha!" (Bim!)
If all of us, who so worry and .sale of 7000 tons of cast iron junk on
"Oh, well, I don't like to see so
The children are wildly enthusiastic
many stars togedder—id reminds me strive over purposes not worth while the Isthmus of Panama for $6o.000 over their prospects of becoming rich.
'of der police force. What do you see as to neglect things of real import- recently has encouraged the canal They have become experts in their
mice, were to be considered mentally commissioners to believe that they
now?"
selection of cast iron, which is the
"Ah! Dis moments I herceive der unbalanced the lunatic asylum would hare a small fortune in worth;ess ma- only kind they care to handle, as it is
be badly overcrowded.
chinery purchased from the Prench in better demand and commands a
'Great Dipper."
The man called exceptionally keen Canal company. The lot of tcrap
"Kervick! Please find me der Big
much higher price.
and cunning, who piles up more iron sold was assembled from a few
Stein!"
"How you exposing your ignoram- wealth than he can use for the bene- acres of ground, which Chief EnginMlalaria used to kill 15,00 persons a
usl Der sky iss nod a rathskeller. fit of himself or others, and forgets eer Stevens found it necessary to clear
Now I observation me der Dog Star. that human sympathy and helpful- in order to construct new switct.,:ng year in Italy. In 1902 quinine was
introduced, and last year the MortalNo, he iss gone! Dot's what I get ness are the real sources of useful- yards for tne Panama railroad.
,
tress and power would, if such misdibecoss you vissled." (Thud!)
One of tht officials of the canal ity fell to 7835.
. "Mly, dot iss a Sirius matter." rected pueposes were held to be evi- commission said yzaterday that there
Magnificent Exhibits and Other Attractions.
dences of insanity, occupy the padded. were thirty miles of ground strewn
(Smash!)
How much that passeth for charity
with similar machinery. He roughly hitteth the collection plate with the
"Ef you knock me down again, you cell.
If all men who strive feverishly for calculated that when this machinery sound of a tinkling cymbal,
will 1-c mad at me. Now make her
•
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THE miNEs

Cyclone Insurance

$6.00 FOR $1.000 FOR 5 YEARS

Abram L Weil

Campbell Buildicg.

Both Phones 369

The Fever
Season

Facts that can not
be Denied:

Modern Sanitary
Plumbing

Ed D.Hannan

When you buy Pittsburg Ccal you
get bigger bushels, better coal and
the most coal. Every load weighed
by a sworn weigher and certified
to be correct. Every lump is of
superior quality and dug by skilled
union miners. It holds fire over Paducah Transfer Company
night and it don't clinker. No slate
no dirt. no sulphur, no waste and GENERAL CARTAGE BUSINESS.
no bad odor in the house from
burning it.
Our Pittsburg coal gives satisfaction
and you get value received for your
P. D. FITZPATRICK. SUPT
money. Let us quote you prices.

P17 7SBURG COAL

Office 126 Broadway.
Both Phones No. 3.

CO.

Jas. J. O'Donnell,

•

BbSINESS COLLEGE

PADUCAH CENTRALI

THE BUSINESS COLLEGE

Guy Nance.

Lee Nance.

306 BROADWAY

M. Nance, Embalmer

GUY NANCE & SON

Phones: ew 334. Old 699.

•

Oren Day and Night.

L. L. BEBOUT

General Insurance Agency

25,0.00 'A"Nyrgrligr.

TROTTING AND RUNNING RACES DAILY.

..L.OWf_ RAI L.ROAD RATES..

1

•
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LAWYERS.

SPICESI

Rooms to, it and 12, Cotwafruill Bldg.
PA.DUCAH, KY.

ALBEN W. BARKLEY

DR. R. E. HEARNE
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
t20 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 353

J. G. MILLER.

J. K. HENDRICK,

W. MARBLE.

Hendrick, Mille,
(16 Marble
LAWYERS.
Practice in all the courts of tke
state. Roth phones 31.
Rooms r. a and 3 Register Building, 323 1-2 Broadway.

WT.Rivers,M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES:
Office asi

Residence ati6

R. T. LIGHTFOOT.

.0111111m0Y•••••••••••

tacky.

C. MANNING SEARS, M. B.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)

BALOWIN HAN()
Scientireally Constructed and
....of the Flighc;: Exce:kracc....
/111.

O. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent.
dot Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 08 Red; New Phone .
KENTUCKY
4

•E. H. PURYEAR
Atturney-at-Law
and 6 Register Building
Rooms
Paducah, Ky.
Broadway,
1-2
533
New 'Phone dip.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles.
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate Law.

It Appeals to the Artistic and Crltured Class ava
is t "Leader" for the dealer.

D. ti. BALDWIIN & CO.

Or. Childress

Have You
Started?

Excursion:

!

a savings account? Mighty smart
thing to do. $1 starts it. We pay
4 per cent on deposits. We invite
mall accounts.

LAWYER.S
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear ban'
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky
Room 4 Fraternity Building.
Old 'Phone 484

Mechanic's and Farmers
Savings Bank.
227 Broadway

WINDOW
PHANE...

Have
Moved
to

OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR

The Modern Window Decoration
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND

Office with Dr. Rivers & Rivers, IA
North Fifth, Both Phones 355.
Residence 1041 (-lay, Via Phone 1602

IT CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY

HARRY E. 'WALLACE,
Facmcari. Ky.

ADMITS THE LIGHT IN THE MOST PLEASING
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS, BATH
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THE
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS.

C. Lee. 315 Bwav.
•
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OUR

TO

THE

SEASON'S

GREETING, AND WITII IT AN
EARNEST

INVITATION

TO

CALL TO SEE OUR HANDSOME
LINE OF FALL
FOREIGN
SUITINGS

AND

AND

DOMESTIC

Atill) OUR

WILL SUIT YOU.

WINTER

PRICES

.—RiLouieih nhall
ta may
melt.
r deter! not be
e Preihe early
wheth'by the
styt.

Jeweler

—DENTIST—
7

EXTEND

FRIENDS

J. L. WANNER

A. S. DABNEY

OR

AND AGREEABLE HUES

REPAIRING A SPECIALTY
For All Purposes
Best, cheap.

to 3oo horse power.
est and most economical.
Special attention to electric lighting plants

WINDOW

TRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND

Broadway

Gas and Gasoline
Engines

BEAUTY TO

THE FINEST ART GLASS MADE.

1•1

Dr. B. T,Hall

=MAYS U.

17. T MILLER,Agent.
PADUCAH, KY!
520 Broadway,

Excursion Rates on
The Rive'

Office 306 Broadway—Phone 120
f
Residence, 8to.Broadway.
Phone tdp.

r-Alehart anileftryg.

1....0.401•••••• 0.411•Malmi•O

J. IL Oehlschlaeger

$8.

Will practice M all courts of K.

New 'Phone 114.

of the "phantom moose," which makes
his home at the head of Wise river
"Present indications are that no and has defied the efforts of all the
revision of the Methodist creed will hunters of Montana to slay him.
Just recently the hunting fever was
be undertaken in this generation."
Are a revelation of richness
This opinion is expressed by a de- developed in Butte by the unnatural
nominational organ, the Michigan cold weather which prevailed, and
and delicious to the housewife
Christian Advocate (Detroit, August around a steam register in a popular
who has eready usedaordinary"
4), in response to the initiatory steps resort a crowd had gathered and
taken by the Southern Methodists in among other things the story of the
pure.
are
spices
spices.. Our
asking for co-operation of all Meth- famous moose of the head of the Wise
and fresh, having the strength,
odists in putting the common creed river came up for discussion, and it
in better form. The Michigan Advo- was up to a man who has been a resiaroma and fine flavors which
cate thinks "the time is not ripe for dent of Montana for over 40 years to
nature alone can give. Use
it." The age is one of transition. tell the following story concerning the
is changing," it says, "new famous animal.
"Thought
them in your canning pickling
"When Lsannack was ffrst founded,
factslke being uncovered. The whole
and preserving.
ronnsfof life is being affected by the when the gravel bars and rimrock
along Grasshopper creek were turning
prevailing tendencies." It adds:
"Under such conditions our arti- out thousands of dollars every day, I
cle. of religion, general rules, and saw an opportunity of making my
other standards of doctrine are as livelihood with my rifle and I forsook
satisfactory to the majority as any the diggings of the goldseekers and
that could non' be framed. While not established a camp near the warm
including such peculiar tenets as the springs which are at the head of the
DRUGGIST
witness of the Spirit and Christian Grasshopper.
"I had scarcely made more than one
they do not oppose them,
perfection,
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
and these can live as they have in the or two hunts in the mountains which
past, without inclusion in a formal livid. the head of the GrasakcoPlmr
from the Wise river until I found
creed."
The same paper notes that the the track of a big bull moose, which
English Methodists especially, "to made a track in the soft ground as
whom all would naturally look for big as an ordinary work ox of the
hearty support in such an undertaks days.
"One day when I was the least exing," seem averse to the movement.
pecting
it I found the big bull and
attitude
It records the conservative
RYE, EAR. NOSE AND
his consort wallowing in a swamp les,
of the Methodist Times (London), a
THROAT.
paper "radical in some things," with than 100 yards away. Taking as good
aim as possible with my old muzzleOffice and Residence, Roomi 3 and 9 whom "expediency," it confesses, out- loading rifle, which, by the way, was
paLondon
The
"honesty."
weighs
Columbia Building.
loaded with a bullet patched with
per says:
Phone todt—Red.
buckskin, I pulled the hair trigger,
"Theoretically a great deal might
and when the smoke rolled away there
proAmerican
be said -in favor of the
was an animal floundering in the
posal, especially on the score of honmarsh, and when I ran to it with a
conare
we
practically,
esty. But,
cry of exultation I found it was the
vinced that dny attempt at definition cow, who at
the Instant I had pulled
The
inexpedient.
be
would
now
just
trigger
had
the
iaterposed her bulk
fact is, every Methodist church now between me
and my quarry. She gave
allows a certain latitude to its min- up her life to save the one who had
isters and people on points of doc- lorded it over her.
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack- trine, so long as the 'substance of doc"Two days later I was at the swamp
trine' is accepted and honorably ad- where I had killed the cow, hiding in
et company—the cheapest and bee
hered to. We All know in practice the willows less than 100 yards away.
excursion oat of Paducah.
what that substance is, for it has been for the signs told me that the old bsz..
clearly laid down in the admirable had returned awl was grieving arounct
Free Church catechism. Anything the offal which was all that remained
further in the way of an. attempt to of his companion of manta wandering
bring the whole body of Methodist through the timber and swamps of the
belief into the strait-vsaiscoat of a doc- Wise river.
.
trinal standard would probably have
"For fully six hours I waited Iman effect of a far-reaching and disas- patiently for the old bull to oome to
trous character.
'the trysting place, and when my pa"For the plain truth is, that the tience was almost gone far in the disworld of religious thought is still in a tance came the plaintive cry of a
state of flux. True. Christian thought moose calling for its mate. Nearer
It is a trip of pleasure, comfier has assimilated and been-enriched by and nearer came the mound, and with
and rest; good service, good tall the theory of evolution as the result Eta approach I trained my rifle upon
of the researches into natural science. S Clap of bushes through which I
good roecns, etc. Boats leave ea*
But even on the subject of evolution felt &Orally certain the bull would
p. m
Wednesday and Saturday at
we have not yet heard the last word. come as be approached the swamp.
For other information apply to Jas Meanwhile, a new realm of thought Presently I could bear the snapping
Freak L is being opened up by the investiga- of twigs and the gooseflesh fairly
Roger, superintendent;
tions of the psychologist. The se- raced up and down my back an inBrown, agent.
crets of man's higher self are being stant later as the biggest moose I had
laid bare with the scientific exactness ever seen in my life pushed his way
which has been already brought to through the willows, calling piteously
bestir on his physical frame, and the all the while, and stood for a moment,
thoughtful Christian is being led into broadside on, less than 100 yards
new realms of thought, which must away. Only for a moment did he
still further widen the theological ho. hesitate and then stepped forward to
rizon. In these circumstances no fi- where the skull of his mate was lying
nality is practicable, and any effort to and he licked it fondly with his
Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND force it prematurely might conceiv- tongue, as if he could bring life back
would into the senseless brainpan. Then it
RETURN, continous passage •••:so: ably end in a fissure which
pole to was that I realized that I was there
from
asunder
church
our
rend
and
meals
$5.00
ticket
Unlimited
pole. Students of theological history to shoot this monarch of the forest
berth included.
know well that these periods of flux and I pulled the trigger.
"Intuition told me that something
in thOtight occur in cycles; and it will
be quite time enough to examine our was wrong. All that I could see was
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, piety own doctrinal position when the pres- a flash of fire and a roar of artillery
standstill
faded away and I knew
cf five or over St.so each, witboot ent movement has reached a discern- Consciousness
nothing for a space which seemed as
—of which no signs are yet
rreals; $2.00 with meals.
ible. If the invitation comes to the eternity. Finally I became conscious
that it if an intense pain and when I opened
Good music on all the boats. Fo British conference, we hope
de- my eyes there was darkness on every
declined—and
courteously
be
will
urther particulars see
proffered
hand and through the trees above me
grounds
the
on
not
clined
8. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agent by Bishop Wilson and others, of any a glimmering of starlight told me that
or GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass slavish dread of breaking with tradi- night had fallen upon the earth. My
tional views, but because the time is right arm was useless by my side
Agent. Phone 33.
and my head was torn and painful
not opportune."
and dried blood upon It showed that
I bad been sorely hurt. With extreme
difficulty I moved myself and found
In Lusty Manhood.
that my right arm was broken at the
the
of
There is a lessening dread
elbow, there was a lump under my
"sere and yellow leaf" in human ex- right ear big as an apple, my right
istence. We have continual proof eye was nearly torn from its socket
that the weight of yeas is not a bur- and my gun had been through an exden to him who conservatively ex- plosion—it had been burst from muzpends his physical force. It was zle to breech. Every cartridge In the
thought that when one was, say 65, magazine had exploded at the time
he was fairly well along; but yester- when I attempted to shoot the old
days' news sustains the theory—Osler moose, with disastrous results to tcv
to the contrary, notwithstanding— self.
that 65 is still a period of adolescence.
"Just two years ago I took my !stet
For example, we note with pleasure hunt after the animal. I found wherb'
the preparations of that most upright be had been wallowing in the swamp
judge, the Hon. Craig Biddle, aged 83, where he and I 1..al met 40 years ago.
to open court. Coincidentally, the and there I resolved I would meet
'Hon. Henry Gassaway Davis, the him again anti have out the grudge
"Hero of Piedmont:* aged 83, was in which I had cherished so long against
consultation over the building of the his big esresss. It was in the time
Pan-American railroad. At an' iden- of the harvest moon. when the nights
tical hour Hon. Edmund Winston were flooded with a brilliancy that was
to the ei". In the same
Peons. "Seer of Selma." aged Rs. ad- „1.---0,t
dressed an Alabama jury and swept thicket of willows where I had hidit with his tire of eloquence and fo- den many years ago I took my stand,
rens:c power; and at that exact point tills time being armed with a 30-30
of time, also, the Hon. John Tyler smokeless, as deadly a weapon as Is
Morgan, the Demopolis Hotspur. known. to-day. I did not have long
aged 82, was oiling his bird gun for to wait.
"Time after time I fired, until all my
William Nelson -Cromwell. If further evidehce is wanting that the cartridges were gone, but still the
We hancte all the finest and dainteighth decade is the period of action, moose stood Irtharreen. and then, after
est articles wiroi the utmost cwie, it ;s furnis,hed by an example show- he was satisfied that he could not find
be the age of high his mate in that swamp he turned ant
and make repairs -hat are absolutely ing the ninth to
- resolve, for the intelligence is flashed reentered the willows, calling, calling.
from Winthrop, Me.. that Charles M. calling for the artswer which never
aatifactory.
Clark, who has no stimulus of title, came, .7.nd then I knew that the story
but the simplest resources of the nor- told me by the hunters of the We
mal man. has at the age of 95 quit river of a moose living there which
having was a phantom one, which could not
after
tobacco,
chewing
"chewed" for eighty-one years. Here be killed by man or beast, was a true
is tjie testimony of a ripened and well- one and that the noble old animal, still
ed intellect almoct a century old trite to his lost mate, wandered the
-vramps and meadows of the
Wit° ill say now that we are a hills and
°
ever looking for the mate
river,
Vriee
Wet—Philadelphia RecwhIb gave her lifo to save his ova I
ord.
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LANGSTAFF-OM MANUFACTURING COMPANY
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Fhoring,Ceiling,
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Lath

Gum M Ash
Poplar
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Pine
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Maple
Walnut

E

GUM, BEECH ANI) OAK FLOC ING, END MATCHED BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED.

Oak
Elm

TWINIBRAND—OUR OWN MAKE

We Are Making Very Low Prices on House Bills.

Fo.h 'hones 26.

Sash, Doors,
Blinds,
Interior
Finish
438 South Second
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The only matters to be taken up at .." * 4. 4. 4. + .;* .". .:. 4. .:* .:. *:- +
this session will be the Sunday laws *
is
POPULAR WANTS.
+
and probably the redistricting situa.4.
evon.
"While Gov. Beckham is unwilling I
to publicly criticise the conduct of ,
Miss L. V. Shaw, teacher of piano,
Life, Liability, Steam Bullerthe city officials in Louisville, his
mandolin, guitar, -and voice culture.
that
he
astions indicate
does not in-'
!Studio 119 north Thirteenth street
tend to let the Sunday-closing move- .
tear Broadway. Conservatory metods
.;ILL THE LID BE ON IN
leant fail simPy because of the neLOUFSVILLE SUNDAY,
glect of the Louisville city adminisWANTED—To sell, four teams
OR NO'?
tration.
complete, five mules and three horses.
"The most important part of the Cash or on time, apply to Jake Bled- Office Phone 369.
Residence Phone 726
We want you to know
present plan is the abolition of the erman Grocery and Baking company.
License Board, which now has charge
that we keep everything for
C
of the granting of all saloon licenses
the convenience and comfort
FOR RENT—Room for rent at
the
only
Not
in
this
Louisville. The members of
of the smoker.
314 North Sixth St.
board are. ex officio, the president of
choicest line of Cigars,Cigarthe sinking fund, the judge of the poettes and Tobacco, but
FURNITURE bought and sold.
lice court and the chairman of the Williams, 538 South Third street.
STATES
THAT
THE
7ELEGRAM
Pipes
Briar Wood
Board of Pub'ic Safety. The Lkcense New phone 9ooA.
MILITIA MAY SIT ON THE
Meerschaum Pipes
Board at present, therefore, is made
LID.
Corn Cob Pipes
up of Mr. F. J. Herrmann, Judge John
UMBRELLA repairing done at
T. D. Clay Pipes
McCann and James B. Smith.
sri South Third street On short no
Pipe Cleaners
"In place of this board the legis- t cc.
.:e Post Says Saloons Will Be Open
s.
Match Buxes
will probably be asked to cre- •
!attire
Sunday For the Sale of Soft
Cigar Holders
be
ate
a
new
board
to
named
by
the
.
WANTED
FOR
U.
S.
ARMY—
Drinks.
Cigarette Holders
governor. This board will not only able-bodied unmarried then between
have power to grant licenses, but to sges of 21. and 35; citizens of United OFFICE PHONE 4I14-a
RESIDENCE PHONE 34
Our Cigars are kept in per. '
cancel them for any breach of the States, of good character an temptfect condition and this is what
to
as
Louisvi
le
from
Reports
law. It is said that if this law is pass- rate habits, who can speak, read aid reng•••••
'the particular, critical smoker
.liether or not the saloons will be ed the governor wi'l appoint three of write English. For information aprequirql We hapdle ail the
popula7 bratds of Cigars, int pen on Sunday arc almost as mixed the most prominent men in Louisville pty to Recruiting Officer, New Richcluding the various "National"
1 contradictory as the reports tc places upon it and that all the viond House, Paducah, Ky.
brands which have proved
Cuba.
,rom
appointments will be nonpolitical in
themselves so deservedly pow
In the Chicago papers yesterday nature. The plan is not only to en Notice Coal Dealers.
ular.
,• .•
::ie following telegram was publish- force the Sunday law, but to take
Sealed Bids for coal for the city
Whatever Yaw Cigar Taste
the saloons permanent's+ out of poll- schools, about 15 car loads. Bids for
'Louisville Ky.. Sept. Ia.—The tics,
lump and nut per bushel. Hand to
We Cam Suit it Exactly.
_ acked "lid" of Louisville is to be
A material increase of the saloon President IN'illiamson by Sept. It
, ..- ePaced by a solid, warranted-to- license in Louisville is also being con- 1906.
W. H. PITCHER, Sec'y.
wear covering, guaranteed to keep
3 Horse Power Motor.
I things tight on Sundays. This was sidered. At present the saloon license to the city is only $t5o a year
z
5 Horse Power Motor.
decided today w hen Governor Beck- It is said that this may be increased
z 5/
1
4 Horse Power Motor.
was
that
it
Barth
Mayor
advised
ham
to $5oo a year. This would mean an
8
Horse Power Motor.
BROADWAY tins desire that the saloons and the
AND
FOURTH
AND
immtdiate addition to the revenues of
z 10 Horse Power Motor.
if
the
that
and
Sundays
theaters close
the city of at least $acio.000 a year.
1 200 Light Dynamo.
Mayor and Board of Public Safety
-The general Sunday-closing Jaw
.
Payers'
Notieel
Tax
preto
police
did not have sufficient
will also be modified so that iti will
Paducah, i(), , September' r, woo.
serve the dignity of the law. ti:e gov- be plain what are necessities, and
all
that
You are hereby notified
DIRECT LINE TO
ernor would furnish such assistance the stringency of the act will be repersons owning or havIng in their
as was needed, meaning that the duced.
zontrol
as
possession, or unaer Or's
state militia would be called out to
1"n the meantime the governor will
121-123 North Fourth Street.
as•
tur guardian, or committee, exe
inforce the Sunday observance laws." urge the mayor to enforce the Sunadm nistrator, curator, trustes,
The Louisvil.e Post of yesterday day law as it is written and keep
cominissioner, or otherwise
the following story:
has
the lid on until this extra session
it...iy, tangib:c, or intangible per•
saloons will be opened Sun- meets.
"The
of
day
15th
rroperty, on the
day for the sale of soft drinks. de"A plan of creating a metropolitan
ember. are required on or before
Also to Asheville, Henderscmville,
Gov. Beckham's opinion that police board, with two men from
spite
the
give
tst day of October to
ti
Brevard,
Lake Toxaway, Hot Springs
s they should be closed.
etch of the political parties to be and many other resorts in the "Land
;_••essor a true and complete 1 st o:
of
president
Boardman,
-Mr. J. C.
named by the governor upon it. in
e with true cash value thereof.
beautiful "Sapphire"
the Mutual Protective Associaiton place orthe Louisville Board of Saf- of the Sky" and
es of the 15th day of September.
country
Western
North Carolina.
of
morning.
this
statement
made this
et), is also being considered."
:tier oath, upon forms to be furnoffering a high altitude, bracing
interfere ultnot
wil:
police
"The
is
on application by said assessor
amate, picturesque mountain scene'!"
less liquor is sold, said Mayor Barth
.,: :Iis office, and that all merchants
and splendid hotels.
.
YOU RUN NO RISK.
commonwealth cannot appeal
"The
, ihe city doing business for themIf
you
should
McCann's decision dispurchase
Judge
from
something
you
do
not
4-need
of
we will either exSend two cent stamp for "Land
or others shall n like manner
missing saloonkeepers who were arthe Sky" booklet and other hand- change or refund the money.
ot addition thereto, state the
;
A SPECIAL OFFER. We have several hundred lights to 1.tera•
for kee.pjng their places of
somely illustrated literature.
..:est amount in salue of goods. rested
Sunday, said City
ture, grammers, histories and music readers used about two months in
on
open
business
Presbyterian.
or
First
TV.• es, and merchandise, owned
J. F. LOGAN,...Nv. Pass. Agent, the Chicago schools. These are practically as good as new, and we can
Attorney Richards.
Rev. Dr. W. E. Cave, the pastor
lit:, t on hand for sale by said mersave you quite a good deal on your purchases.
Talks.
Lexington,
Barth
Ky.
Mayor
will preach tomorrow morning at the
sante, during the three months next
administration has
The
city
D. E WILSON AT HARBOUR'S STORE...
First Presbyterian church. The subt• rioting such 15th day of Scptcm
C. H. HUNGERFORD, Dist. Pau.
made no change in its attitude on the ject of his discourse will be "The
Agent, Louisville, Ky.
Sunday closing question.' said Mayor Home Coming." There will be no
-'-ompt ;went oil to this will save
been
-Barth this morning. 'We have
S. B. ALLEN, Asst. Genl. Pass.
preaching at night.
,iv owner' additional cost.
the law as laid down by
enforcing
Agent, St. Louis. Mo.
c'TEWART DICK Assessor.
the courts. Judge McCann has decidTenth Street Christian.
Office. room 9 City Hal',
that saloons can be opened Sunday
Services at the Tenth Street Chris11.
Yeiser. Mayor. ed
Notice to Traveling Public.
•••••••••....
for the sale of soft drinks. The police tian will be held tomorrow as fulPlease
take notice that outbound
unless
Sunday
next
will not interfere
l( ws: Sunday school at 9:30 a. m. and passenger trains for Cairo and Brookliquor is sold. If any saloonkeeper is all teachers and scholars are urged
port will not he stopped at Eleventh
caught selling 'iquor he will be ar- to be present. Communion services
and
_Broadway. Inbound trains will
h
rested and prosecuted to the extent of a- 10:45 forenoon, after which A make
this stop.
in the city—money loaned on all valuables at the ow est interest—all
fines
the law. This means that after
meeting of the official board of the
T. J. DONOVAN,
business strictly confidential.
arc imposed in the police court the church will be held, as many matlitlfret.
Agent, I. C. R. R.
licenses of offenders will he revoked. ters of importance are to be attendInc( k 1,04iNr Bar.
1„,simar• no.
Governor Made No Threats.
ed to. To these services and board
FOR THE HORSE SHOW.
------"'My conference with Gov. Beck- meeting all officers are urged to be
Mrs. H. S. Thixton of 1740 West
P5 Ia4C,esssssssSS$t ham yesterday was very friendly. The present and the public is invited.
Clay St. is ready to receive orders fof of shot guns including all the high- grade makes such as L. C. Smiths-governor made no threats. He said
tissue paper flowers to be used in Parker-La Feever etc. We have th
Remington automatic shot gun.
Mechanicsburg Christian.
he was satisfied we were doing all
decorating the children's carts and
The only service% which wil be traps for the Floral Parade in the
j we, could to enforce the law."
"City Attorney A. E. Richards said lield tomorrow at the Mechanicsburg Horse Show. Prices reasonable
he had no statement to make on the Chcistian church will be the Sunday
MRS. VICTOR VORIS.
school exercises to Occur at 2:30 in
situation.
They who go to the springs for a kilnds of p stols, watches, diamonds, rings and the most omplete line of
"Judge Richards was asked if an the afternoon. As these exercises are
appeal could be taken from Judge always full of interest and profitable change usually come home without musical instruments in the city.
We also have a complete stock o
any.
NIcCanit's decision on the soft -drink all are invited to attend them.
f traveling bags—prices are righlatz Rroadway
-Of
question.
no
"'No, I do not beleve the corn
monwealth can take an appeal,' reBEST
'Gr
1.1ied the city attorney.
"Millen asked about yesterday's
Stei
cofnerence with the governor, Judge
Richards said: 'The governor exus!
pressed himself as satisfied with the
U(
Now
steps the Mayor and Hoard of Safety
(•4
No, t
had taken.'
becos!
• "An extra session of the Kentucky
"Mly
I.egislature for the purpose of dealing
(Sma!
with
the Sunday-closing situation in
"Ef
Louisville is now a certainty, accordI(
ing to a number of gentlemen who
know the views of Gov. Beckham.
"It is understood- that the governor is anxious to postpone the callDRUGGISTS.
ing of the extra session until after the
coming
election, as he does not wish
iliW
!
. xt..21. and Droadway.
'
.
to be placed in the position of playing
Both Phones 1 75.
politics over such an important question, The extra sesalon will, however.
certainly come, and the date set for
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5 Cent Cigar,
THE WORLD.
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GENUINE TRADEWATER COAL
Lump 12c, Nut 11c.

REAL PITTSBURG

Lump 13c, Nut 12c.

Let us have your order now

R. W. W ILKER CO., f

est Kentucky Coal Co.

Office Second and Ohio.
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Bot.a Telephones 254.

